Folder 1. Item 1. Transcription of field notes by Byron Cummings.
Subject: Segi Canyon and Monument Valley region. 41 pp.
Editorial notes by Alex Lindsay, Jr. Received from Glen Canyon Project, April 1963.

Folder 2. Item 1. Copy of letter from Cass Hite to Byron Cummings,
May 11, 1911. 1 p.
Item 2. Transcript of notes on excavations at Segazlin Mesa Ruins. 5 pp. Manuscript on file at Arizona Pioneer Historical Society. Transcript by Alex Lindsay, Glen Canyon Project.
Item 3. Transcript of diary of Byron Cummings on expedition to Navajo Mt. and Nitsin Canyon, July - Sept., 1930. 14 pp.
Original manuscript on file at Arizona Pioneer Historical Society Museum. Transcript by Alex Lindsay, Glen Canyon Project.
Item 4. Letter to Alex Lindsay, with comments on diary. 2 pp.
Item 5. Transcript of field notes, 1908-09, by Byron Cummings.
107 pp. Original manuscript on file at Arizona Pioneers Historical Society, APHS No. 1. Editorial notes by Alex Lindsay, Glen Canyon Project. Subjects: Southern Utah, Northern Arizona, San Juan region, Petatakín.
2 maps. Subjects: Petatakín, San Juan region. Editorial comment by Alex Lindsay, Glen Canyon Project. Original at Arizona Pioneers Historical Society.
Item 7. Transcript of article in Salt Lake Herald, November 1, 1908, by Byron Cummings. "Cummings Describes Natural Wonders and Scientific Treasures of San Juan Region". 11 pp. Original at APHS.
Item 8. Transcript of report of summer expedition into San Juan valley, in Northern Arizona, by Arizona State Museum, by Byron Cummings. Date not given. 3 pp. Original at APHS.
Item 9. Transcript of MS. by Byron Cummings. Not dated. Title: "The Ancient Inhabitants of the San Juan". Original at APHS.
Item 10. Transcript of field notes and random notes from notebook of Byron Cummings. Not dated. 12 pp. Original at Arizona Pioneers Historical Museum. Items 7, 8, 9, 10 transcribed by Alex Lindsay, Glen Canyon Project.